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Th» title of my paper is general preparation processes, but what do wc 
»«an by "preparation". 

One dictionary definition of preparation is "The action or special 

process of putting something into proper conditions tor use". 

I like this definition because Jt contains the two.essential ingredients 

for textile preparation.    First the "special process" since the preparation of 

fabrio is becoming more and more » spedai process and a whole new field of 

technology in itaelf.    Second "proper condition for use",  this phrase is the 

heart of good preparation since the prime objective of the preparation process 

1« that it presents the fabrio In the proper condition for the subsequent 

processes or dyeing,  printing and finishing. 

t 

In simple terras,  the preparation process is the pre-treatment of grey 

fabric in order to render it suitable for consistent,  reproducible fault free 
colouration and finishing. 

Having briefly defined what we mean by preparation Just how important is 

it in textile proeasaing?   Virtually every fabrio is «ubjocted to seme form of 

pre-treatment and there has always been an appreciation that good preparation 

«*• important but how iaiportant?   How much time and money ahould we spend on 

preparation and how critioal are steps taken during preparation? 

Her« it would be uaeful to quantify the benefit« gained from good 

preparation or perhaps,  more to •>.* point, to quantify the problems we might 

•xpect if the pre-treatment stages are faulty,  variable or inadequate. 

Surveys carried out ov*r long periods of time and over a wide variety of 

textile dyer«, printer« and finishers have shown that up to 10% of all fault« 

in the finished cellulosic or cellulosic containing piecegooda could be traced 

directly to insufficient or faulty preparation. 
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The increasing trend towards pad dyeing, the ii creasing demands for 

quality,  together with the high cost* of reporocessin« or disposing of faulty 

goods means that the preparation stages are not Juat necessary evils, but an 

essential and integral part of the tota] process which will determine the east 

and success with which all   the following wet processing may be carried out. 

During the last few years developments in pre-treatment have taken 

place at high speed and have resulted in changes in existing ideas of 

processing and in machinery design. 

Textile dyers and finishers have becorie more and more dissatisfied with 

the conventional pre-treatment processes because of their inadequate effects, 

which in most cases were not attributable to carelessness or outdated machinery 

but rather to increasing demands on the preparation process by the dyer«, 

printers tod finishers because of developments in their technology and increasing 
customer demands for quality. 

Experience over many years has shown that traditional batchwise processes 

such as kier boiling,  Jig preparation, pad   roll and so on. are by no means 

ideal and have a number of inherent faults.    These processes can give rise to 

poor reproducibility, non uniform treatment, pronounced fall in degree of 

polymerisation and strength of fabrics and catalytic damage. 

nevertheless, these processes have been tolerated and in nany cases the 

faults ha     been overcome by subsequent colouration process such as exhaust 

dyeing and i  Uer printing.    But as the pai dyeing and screen printing processes 

increased in pt   ,Urity it was shown that batchwise preparation could not meet 

the higher requirements of dyers and printers. 

Inadequate pre-treatment can also result in inferior properties after 

resin finishing, not only in strength but also in crease recovery and abrasion 

properties, due to poor pene nation and distribution of the resin with the 
fabric structure. 
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The modern concept of pr»para^m¡ 

The main developments In the past few year« have been:- 

1) 

2) 

3) 

The trend toward« fully contlnuou« open width treatment. 

The improvements in the alkali scouring process to an 

extremely effective extraction stage. 

•The Increasing use of peroxide bleaching with low silicate 

or silicate free stabiliser». 

The use of very «hort reaction time«. 

In the new sjatems of pre-treatment the processing is carried out in 

open width and m a continuous manner using very «hort reaction times. 

Improvement,    in the chemical formulations and machinery have enabled 

reaction times of 1-5 minute« to be used to produce satisfactory result, and 

this break through has led to systems Ideally  suited  to the demand« of 
modsrn preparation processes. 

Short reaction times have many advantages - 

Construction of relatively small reaction chambers with 
relatively low investment cost. 

Low cloth capacity in the rsaction chamber avoids high losses 

due to breakdowns, stoppages etc. 

fabric 1« available for subsequent proce««ing aftsr only a few 
minutes. 

Reaction ve.sel« can be easily designed to support the cloth in 
  width. 

Uniformity of processing since each metre of fabric is given the 
•*«• processing conditio«. 

High alkali concentration can be used without damage to cellulose 

or to the polyester component In blends. 

CataJjrtl« damage «Hüjalsed In peroxide bleaching. 

A**»«* difficulties with problem« arising fro« «ilicate« in 
parotide bleaching. 

MUMME 
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The short reacti<tj tinea involved In many of the modem pre-treatment 

processes mean that we mist ensure maximum affect at each ataca of pre •treatment 

in order to obtain the final objectives of preparation. 

Good abaorbency 

Good whiteness 

Good seed removal 

Minimum damage 

Even treatment 

Freedom from creases 

Considerable quantities of impurities from various sources have to be 

removed fron the fabric and these can b» divided Into } groups:- 

1) Natural Impurities - Fats and waxes 

Notina 5-1* 

Cotton sosd 

Oligomers 

2) .     Proofssing Aids - Spinning olla 

«1MS 10-15« 

Weaving lubricants 

3) Pre-treatment Chemicals - Chemicals applied to the fabrio 

to aid impurity removal 10-15?! 

2ä=*g 

It is generally known what type of Impurity has to be removed but few 

people are aware of the amounts présent. This figure of 25-*/Cfi shows that 

significant amounts of impuri tit-e have to be removed and not only must the 

reaction conditions be auch that they are rendered capable of removal, the 

aubeequent washing processes must be capable of removing them. This point 

also bo borne in mind when considering water and evergy savings by reducing the 
water usage on washing ranges. 

. i^^L _^_^. ^,^..^.,aB^^..^_^..^. ^^àab^L^àa^..JBCKSK-AÁ. del 
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I will talk a little mor» «bout washing later <n ny lecture, since it 

is en extremely important aspect of preparation. 

Experience has shown that the aia of pre-treatment should be to remove 

these impurities rather than »rely bleaching then and the processes 
available for this purpose aret- 

Deslslng 

Scouring 

11—ohlng 

Bis« removal 

Removal of fats, waxes and lubricants 

Hydrolysis of impurities 

Seed removal 

Whiteness and absorbency 

Whiteness and absorbency 

Seed removal 

We must eonelder each proeess In turn, indicating the principie and 

the «odern trend so that a total picture of a modern oentinuous proeess oan 
be built up. 

PTTllflM' 

It .la sometimes possible but not always desirable   to manage without a 

desi se as a separate opération. Thie depende on the material, the type of sise 

present, the nature of the following wot pre-treatment procesa«« sines the«« 

•ay be capable of giving sons desiilag effect and finally what effeot any 

residual sise will have on eolouratlon and finishing operation. 

since 
The dealsing operation should however always be treated seriously 

1) Certain synthetic sisa«. If not completely removed, can bee« 

fixed e.g. by drying, ant become extreaely difficult to 

thus creating arable»» at all later stages. 

t)        Tne «seising operation le normally the first wet process and the 

Betet et whleh the firet swelling of the cotton eellulose occurs. 

If this le earned out evenly end with fell swelling, all 

«fill be easier and the ehanoee of 

^•aajtwaea.^ v,i> 
iÉ^áa •^ »-» tUMllii      • in.n     -TTiirtjjjSiiil 
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•%**r     |cMM*|t*t*)# 

«irrtmittf 

!•!••   • tin Hü Um 

irte* 

R !• If ÊmêÊ 
firn 

»f 
•«*+«lta»Me»    k* 

INP* 

A ««torn n.*.l.eB*i* ,„ ti^ ^ ^ # 

»V Ptóding in enayw ** .t^»^ fw ^ 

at 105 C.    During the stesami« pr* 

are extremely active „hen heat«! ^ t# 1W 4-"^^J 

the starch eanily removable by «^m, »^ ^ %<||ä| 

as traditional dceiïinc am» of cow» far 

variability of the batch process la 

Water Solely * 

**•*•«   4k» 

Here the desizing operation la merely a 
Point to bear in mind is that-the aii„ »m «*• **      ? *"""""" wm% *"* r,pw 

.   .     _ mxZi *iU not alaaclve In «•%»• »«*!   t* *_., 
had sufficient ti*. •« «.,, ^"^ "•**    »* •»» auf fie lent time to swell. 

I*» «welling characteristics of sizes 
they fall into two categorie« :- 

Easily soluble 

Difficulty soluble 

vary considerably but in 

Short swelling tines and 

aolaoular solutions 

long avalline tinea and in 
aoluticn is colloidal 

tut 
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Bi. essential part of this operation i. therefore to provide enough 

water to .well the si*> and allow sufficient time for »welling to t*ce place 
Unless these conditions are fulfilled the size« will not be adequately 
removed by subsequent washing. 

Ut u. consider in . little more detail the swelling characteristic. 
of the fibre/size system u*ing a 100* cotton fabric. 

awllHy «¡f fiottai fibres 

**»n oott« fibr.. are immersed in «.ter they .well *nd take up about 
J * w.i*t of «.ter.    n. ^^ Mwunt of >,tep whlch a eotton fabric CR 

•*•• i» *rU| pa^lr« is reprs-ated by this swelling *,t.r plus the wate~ 
*• flU U# air tnurste^s within the fibr». 

• » 

tl 

f «*** t. *%«r*f *•*. «ott« ,*t>ric can be ^presented by - 

• «# 

** <rt Utuur 
• awi ftiu «i, 

*• «sen «MI mêmm «H 

««ft Ik* *i%* «Mr 
»Ir 

i::. 
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If we consider a typical example of 100' cotton sised with a water 

soluble size - 

Airspace volume of fibre 

Swelling value of fibre 

Content of water soluble sise 

Swelling value of size 

6<* 

30* 

10H 

Maximum pick up in paáding(airspace + swelling of ootton) - 60S? + 305? -    90,:' 

Free flowing liquor available to swell sizes 

Water required for swelling size    10 x 300 

100 

60* 

Thus after swelling ti* free flowing water available for solution la 
60-30 - 30 

The size is fully swollen and water e> luble and can go into soDut ion. 

This concentrated size solution can easily be removed during the washing 
off proceBs. 

This id« dl situation is only possible if the fabric is allowed to take 

up its mae  nu» of ootf and is allowed sufficient time for the cotton to swell. 

If »a u normi,  t># fabric is padded after singeing at high-speed with 

relata«;*  .«• eeataet tlwi,  then the cellulose may not swell during the 

•*».J| c «perAtler. and th* ¡-lea up will b- about 60 and of thia only 30 will be 

fre# tumh-m     '**»er ti».,    endi*i«M there is only Just «Aeugh water to «well 

"» »u* •** "»*• *• •*»• •»•Ue*i* r«r »«Itttfe«.    Hevever the «wallon sise is 

t* »  -et-t  »el »u • *•%« rM w  »U'i to MMN If tu» «a*h aff Is effl«t«tt. 

*• •#• mu 

«a»  f»**l.  *«»v«u» eterne «MI 

•MilM »««*«Me iMtsjMt  m ia«t 

li»i «HUM« e*y ft «Mi** 

Mi «f «Mr 
at It U ne* 

»*^P  w^^p  W HiBHi  ^MNÌV VWSMMMMHI flÉHv 



I tmv* «to* it m f« »inn« »y»«* H ,w, i»iw»tret# •«»  ^  .... „»,„to 
fMMB   t0 th*   **»*«»   pr»f*ratte«  «ta*»« «üth  *«*  II«.«»,  «*..    .,,»,„,   M 

«wohin» ap»«* for cont .mm» »r««*a«tng tnrreaa« 

*sr »il w*t imparati on pr <«•»•« In« w* will rm» 

of 3 Mptrttf «parati«!. 
fc»-»fc •• th.» km..:«rfwiM 

i) ftaj ipi.tloiv/3atur«t ion/U«*«- Interrha**, 

2) Rektion tima for oha«il«aVphrH<>al oh**, 

3) Removal of lwpurlti.« ani «KMI vhe*l cal. 

MERCERI3D»: 

r«*reeri8ing if a subset in itself and I do not intana to Ulk •**•* 

its underlying principle*, but it is uaeful ta commit on It« position in %tm 

preparation sequence.    Merceriaing confers greater chemical reactivity,  tmprw.,. 

lustre and shrinkage control and in the case of lust, and shrinkage control 
these are only obtained if mercerising is carried out under tornio». 

If moroerising under tension is carried out after scouring and bleaching 
the fabric generally becomes less absorbent and there is a fall in whiten*... 

The fall m absorbency is probably due to the effects of tension 

producing an even „or. ordered and ^stalline .truche than before, resulting 
in greater difficulty in penetration of liquids. 

Pro. a technical point of view the best plaoe for mercerising is between 
•couring and bleabhing since at this peint the fabric is absorbent and 

receptive and the merceri3Ìng will be even.    Ttm after bleaching can then 
oversea* the problem of reduced absorbency and whitonass. 

Harnear, in a continuo«, plant which in many oases has a tandem scour 

aad blaaah aaauan«., thi. may net be possible and the mercerising has to be 
•Arria« «ait »«fare Mourtng ana blaaching. 

U • 
fxii» 

•t this point that nine« the fabric is not clean and 

pMMtomttat *t the rauetic soda will not be even and 

to meraarislng oauatie soda have 

•*• i* ImVififtiit if the meroeri.ing 
If gray mtroeriaing 

ili HMMiÉi 
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ïhe scouring operation can be considered as the corner stone of modern 

pre-treatment methods and the whole of the pre-treatment centres round thi. 
operation. 

Caustic soda was one of the first chemicals to be used in processing 

cotton and even today it is the most satisfactory reagent for the scouring 
operation. 

Ine action of the alkali scour is two-fold:- 

1) 

2) 

Saponification and hydrolysis of fats and waxes together with 
the breakdown of pectins, proteins etc 

Strong swelling action on the cellulose giving rise to easier 
and quicker pénétration of liquor». 

Traditionally process tines have been long(i hour to 6 hours )and 

concentrations of caustic soda have been low(2-4#)but reeent investigations 

have shown that for  optimum scouring effects significantly higher concentration, 
of caustic- soda can be used with very much lower time« without adversely 
affecting the strength of the fabric 

Optimum scouring effects car. be achieved in about 3-5 minutes at 105°c 

in steam by a suitable adjustment of recipes and judicious use of auxiliaries 

which aid the renoval of impuriUea and prevent oxidative attack.    Under these 

conditions the absorbency and whiteness of the fabric increases with increasing 
caustic soda concentration up to*8-l<tf on weight of fabric.    Only above this 
level does yellowing and loss in strength begin to .occur. 

Using these optimum condition, a highly effective cleansing proce.« i. 
•ohi.ved in a continuous high speed running operation. 

Again the three stages are equally important - 

1) Inough time to apply and exchange the cheaioal» in • wtt on wet 
padding process 

f>        SÍS^SeJafln o«*"*«» <* ti*, fpemtui* and ohmitM, 
3) 

teMMtmtlons 

of lapuritle« t* wuhln« i.e. optialMtlcn 
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îhe.e thtn «re th. important benefits fro« an efficient scouring procea. 

Alkali .couring overcome, any fuit, that «r. produced .ft.r 
the desizing stag« 

Fabric» which hay been given an efficient «cour need only a 

•lid oxidation treatment to improve th. whiten.«« .i„ce th. 
•baorbency is already at a aatiafaotory level. 

Efficient alkali aoouring produce, a unifor, swelling of the 

cellule, thus inducing the pcsibillty of uneven effects in 
dyeing and finishing. 

- Fully ..«.factory ab.0rbency and white ne., for dyeing to medium 
*nd dark «hades and for many printing operation.. 

BI£ACMHpt 

m . .oder* *ulti.tage preparation procer th. objetive of bitching 

cotton .-d.   m. operation .hould only be „w^ry foP ^t „ "" 

already be ab.orb.nt and of adequate whit«»... for «*ny requirent«. 

Although a-ny typ., of bUachin« agent, have be« „.«, ^„^ 

peroxide ha. certain proprie, and advwta«.. that it ha. beco«, th. bmí 

i. «Md in th. preparation of oertain cotton knit fabric. 

n» «¿vanta*, of th. p.roxide bleach into. are». 

Oood whiteness 

IXMUwit seed removal 

Reduoed environmental and affluant problem 

Coapatability with optical orttfitwünf agent. 

Adaptability to short tlae reaction eonditiona 

tet bleaching u«i with low 

•*****»• oover 

•ff^ot. tobt 

-—• -* ' *- 
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»taction times  in the region of 3 - 5 minutes at  105°C in steam car: 

give high levels of reproducible whiteness provided the bleaching recipes are 

suitably modified by increasing the levels of peroxide,  stabiliser and alkali. 

Under these short time reaction conditions catalytic daiMge due  to 

heavy meta] contamination is virtually eliminated and the stabilising system 

used can be modified  from that used for long time bleaching systems.    Reduced 

silicate levels can be employed in conjunction with an organic stabiliser or 

completely silicate   free stabilising systems can be used. 

Tîiese reduced silicate or silicate free systems offer improvements  In 

the problems ar .ociated with silicate stabilised peroxide bleaching of Insoluble 

silicate deposits adversely affecting the absorben.-y of the fabric. 

Typical recipes operate at peroxide levels of 3-5* with sodium hydroxide 
at about lv in the saturator bath. 

Combination of Pre-treatment processes: 

In order to fully meet the objectives of the preparation stage we have 

seen that it is preferable to remove the impurities rather than Just bleach 

them and in view of the large quantities of impurities to be removed, multi- 

stage processing will always result in more consistent results. 

In order to deal with all fabrics which a textile finisher may have to 

deal with the separate stages of denizing, scouring and bleaching will be 
required. 

However,  in these days of escalating costs of labour, chemicals, water, 

energy and effluent disposal it m^ be possible to obtain adequate result, with 

only two. or even one stage processing rather than the three separate sta«*. 
witlined. 

Deaiain« can be omaitted for certain fabrics depending on type of sise 

•nd provided that this does not interféra with subsequent processing. 

Desitin« and scouring in many oases gives adequate fabric propsrtiM 
for printing and medium to dark shade dyeing. 
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SoMtlMS * single stage peroxide bleach or pe-haps a desile followed 
by * combined »eour/biemch prooess oan give adequate result«. 

thus the continuous process., can be combined in different ways to give 
adequate properties with minima procese in* and oost. 

These then are the elements of modem pr?-treatment processes and w. 
have seen that in all the three stage, of design«, scouring, and bleaching 

reaction time, can be reduced to a few »mute, on a continuous basi, by 

«edification of chemical recipes and the development of auxiliarle«, a. 
processing aids for short tls* processe». 

systems 
W. can now turn to the choice of plant for the explication of the.. 

Choice of iscMnflrY- 

The factors influencing the choice of machinery and plant are »any and 
WW' ** X **" lutmá «• or two of th. «ore important factors. 

Type of fabric and end use 

Total production requirement« 

Control of grey fabrlo and sl.es used 
Chemioal costs 

Capital outlay 

Space requirement. 

Running costs (including manpower) 

width. 
A decision must mimo be made on whether the plant. «. *• be rop» «r 

•*•* omen width arsi 

«tfh swtstit tut 

MU •••nwimslM v*rying elwth width, easily 
ile**, mai «¿risi«** 

width 
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The advanUgea of open width over rope are;- 

Suitable for heavy fabrics, blenda and .sensitive oloths 

Particularly suitable for subsequent pad dye operations 
Chemical saturation ia better and more uniform 
Less cloth is actually in proceas 

Better warp tension control in most cases 

Less weft distortion and surface abrasion 

The trend over the past few years has definitely been towards open width 
processing, mainly   for the following reasons:- 

Widening range of synthetic and blend fabrics 

Almost universal easy care orease free finishing 

Trend towards continuous dyeing and rotary screen printing 

Most developments hr.ve taken place in open width machinery 
making it the natural choioe for new plant 

ft» top of the trend towards open width equipment there are additional 
advantages In using continuous open width plant:- 

High outputs 

Better uniformity 

Easier chemical control 

Better quality control 

No cloth wastage at ends of batches 
Easy change of width 

No storage space of batches in progress 

Less labour and energy requirements 
Reduced handling 

Less cloth in progress in the machinery 
• Immediate results  * 

Minimum chemical damage 

Par these reasons there has been an increasing tr*nd towards contimi«» 

•pwi *Mth processing which will in «y view ultiaatsly lead to the complete 
•baademsnt vt rope and batchwise pre-treatawt methods. 

u»¿*<¿ 
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Let us now look briefly at the type« of equipment available for 
continuous opon width processing. 

~vww Roller steamers 

Festoon ateamers 

Conveyor steamers 

Roller bed steamer« 

Modified washing units 

All these systems have been used successfully and have advantages and 

disadvantages, for example although the roller steamer should give ore.se free 

procesaing because the fabric ia continuously supported on the rollers, there 

can be problems with running crease, and it is expensive tb build up units to 
give processing tinea in excess of 1 minute. 

Festoon steamer, can sometimes give traction problema when handling 

highly alkaline liquors and roller bed steamers can give creasing problems. 

The machinery which appear, to be finding the most widespread acceptance 
in Europe are the roller .teamtr and the roller bed steamer and several 

different types are available from the well known machinery makers. 

Until now we have talked about atmospheric steaming at about iœ-10t>oC 

but it is true to sa, that whatever can be achieved with atmospheric steaming 
can also be achieved with pressure steaming at 120-1*0°C 

Prsasw. steaming oan als» give em or two additional advantage, such as 

Icuivalent result* ia half the tlae 
Better 

Lower chemical costs 

Lower stasai usas. 

Greater shanes of single stage processing 

these 

fra. a 
f considered any disadvantages of operating 

•tttat «f view. 

«marnai 
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in addition to the »Wing units considerable attention should be given 

to the impregnation stage since no matter how good the «teaming process i.    lt 

will not bo effective If there are insufficient chemicals on the fabric. 

Apart fror, the desizing stage all subsequent processing is wet on wet. 

Thr essential parts of a good wet on wet operation are:- 

1) Reduce the water content of the incoming fabric to a low and 

even level by a high squeeze mangle 

2) Allow sufficient time for the wet fabric to interchange with the 

chemical liquor.    ThU operation needs a minimum of 7 seconds and 

preferably 10 seconds which at a nominal running speed of 

100 metres/minute means a saturate box of about 15-20 metres 
cloth capacity. 

J» Pinal squeeze must be higher than the initial squeeze,  preferably 

by about 20* to give a final liquor retention of approximately 80* 

*> The saturator liquor must be accurately controlled for chemical 

composition and strength so that accurate metering of chemical. 

•      sito the cloth is achieved and chemical coats kept to a minimum 

Removal of inpur^tlps! 

Tfce final step in the preparation process i. the removal of impurities 

by washing.    Many of the preparation fault« which aria, can be levelled at the 

washing process which must be efficient to remove .11 the impunities we have 
gone to so much trouble to solublise. 

Tfce main factor in washing is undoubtedly the temperature which for 

efficient washing should    be a. high a. practical and near the boil if posible. 

It goes without saying that all .Odern whin« ran*. ahouM be ooMnter- 

flowed and fitted with heat recovery unit, in th. wate wter dUoharge. 
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There h., been . lot of di.cu..ion recently on aducía, th. «.fr u.««. 

and heno. th. energy u.««.. on waning ran*., «nd there i. undoubtedly nueh 

that can be done in thi. .ret. but there i. . u.lt to thl. «d we mmt rester 

that we h.ve to remove y>J«X by wight of i-puritie. from f.bric «d with thi. 

in mind it i. que.tion.ble if w.t.r consumption »uch bel«, 6-10 liti*./*, of 
f«bric can be »chieved with current machine technology. 

tt» uss of .uxili.rie. in the ««hing Uquor. oma glv. „„„„^ ^ 

washing efficiency «d I fi that there Te five important f..ture. that .uoh 
•n auxiliary must heve to be fully eff.otive. 

1. 

2. 

Wetting power. 

Dvt.rf.ney 

>. 

4. 

Baul.lfi0.tlen 

Dispersion 

5. suspending Power 

to sld ponetrttion of wash liquor« 

Into the fabric, yarns, .nd fior», 
snd .id aurfaoe wetting. 

It» ability to rsaove lapurltle. fro» 

within fibre, and yarn, «o that th.y 
are «v»il«ble for i-emov.1 

Liquid/liquid meehanlsa for renoval 

of fat« .nd «Me. fron the vicinity 

of the fnbrie into the waah liquor. 

Solld/llquld meohsnl.ni for reaov.1 

of soUds, degraded .lie. «id 

B^ssMosn. produots fro» the vicinity 

of the f.bric into the wash liquor 

»is ability of the «uh liquor to 

maintain «millions Mid dispersions 

sné to prevent rede position of 

lasso* ties onto the fabric. 

Only 

fron their 
nn auxiliary ha. ,U thee* properties does sa*i»u. t^tu Auin 

»s s finsi word en «nnhtn,. it U n*«.!.** W sny thtt unie« it i. 
osrrle. ont effssU-ly -on. of Us, ns*«.^. 4tr#41-M. ^ ^ ^ 

preparation sethed. «ill be ssnsls^ly l«t. 

taáüfa^uui^ iägB^M m¿. «.«.. JiFflfcfr   ' 
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Coata¡ 

It la difficult -to be specific with regard to coats for these newer 

preparation methods but the following gana ral comment« ara ralevant. 

Capital investment in any new plant is high and installation of 

a continuous scouring and bleaching range would probably be 

dlffioult to Justify on any works processing less than 15 million 

metres per annum. 

Chemical costs for continuous short time preparation are generally 

higher than traditional methods because of the higher ohemical 

aencentratlona required.    As a ^uide chemical coata may be 10-25* 

higher than some of the traditional processes. 

• Labour coats are normally significantly lower than traditional 

methods because of reduced handling requiremente and high machine 

outputs. 

Energy usage per metre or per Kg of fabric la lower than 

traditional methods because of short reaction tlmee and optimised 

washing conditions. 

Money tied up in work in progress is reduced because of the short 

processing times. 

Better quality and consistency reduces reprocessing and faulty 

goods. 

The total reault of this la that theae continuous methods usually result 

in aignifloant direct coot savings for finishing works processing mo**e than 

19 million metres per annum, and indirect savings because of Improvements in the 

subsequent dyeing, printing and flniahing operationa. 
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I have tried to outline what I feel are the aajor 4*velepawiu In amoral 

preparation areas over ths paat couple of year» and inevitably I ***• b*i %• 
leave out a number of developments in other areas. 

The short time preparation developments I have outlined are beim 

conjunction with traditional methods, as many textile works re-equip with 

equipment oapable of applying these new methods. 

There has been much talk of single stage processing, that is grey fabric 

to prepared with only one process stage and for some fabrics this is certainly 

possible, but it is my view that it will be some time before a single stag« system 
is available for all fabrics. 

However, what Is possible for all fabrics Is a continuous multi-stag« 

preparation system whleh, if set up in series, will enable oloth ready for 

subsequent dyeing, printing or finishing to be available from grey fabrlo in a 

matter of minutes.   But what is more important than the speed of the operation is 

that »very astre of fabrló prepared b.r this special process will be in the proper 

condition for use and we may at last have fulfilled the true definition of 
preparation• 

iC; 
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